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Abstract
The container loading problem (CLP) is a combinatorial optimization problem for the spatial arrangement 
of cargo inside containers so as to maximize the usage of space. The algorithms for this problem are of 
limited practical applicability if real-world constraints are not considered, one of the most important of 
which is deemed to be stability. This paper addresses static stability, as opposed to dynamic stability, looking 
at the stability of the cargo during container loading. This paper proposes two algorithms. The first is a 
static stability algorithm based on static mechanical equilibrium conditions that can be used as a stability 
evaluation function embedded in CLP algorithms (e.g. constructive heuristics, metaheuristics). The second 
proposed algorithm is a physical packing sequence algorithm that, given a container loading arrangement, 
generates the actual sequence by which each box is placed inside the container, considering static stability and 
loading operation efficiency constraints.
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1. Introduction
The transportation sector is currently facing a number of challenges within Europe. The European 
Commission has cited an efficient transport system as essential to maintaining the EU’s prosperity; 
faced with the present scenario of rising oil prices, growing congestion, and looming climate change, 
a new strategy for the transport systems in Europe is needed. The strategy established by the EU
aims to achieve a 60% reduction in CO2 emissions and oil dependency by 2050, without limiting 
freedom of movement. A strong focus is laid on optimizing the performance of multimodal logistic 
chains, and on increasing the efficiency of transport with information systems (Kallas, 2011).
It is thus expected that in the next decades freight transportation costs will rise, and the need for 
increased efficiency and security in the transportation sector will drive companies to adopt cargo 
planning tools that can be effectively used in practice.
It is not then surprising the amount of research that has been carried out focusing on the 
optimization of the spatial arrangement of cargo inside transportation vehicles or containers.
This problem is known in the literature as the container loading problem (CLP), which belongs 
to the more generic combinatorial optimization class of Cutting and Packing problems. In the CLP, 
a set of rectangular shaped boxes (small items) must be packed orthogonally in a set of containers 
(three dimensional, rectangular, large objects), in a way that the boxes do not overlap and all the 
boxes of the subset lie entirely within the container. As an assignment problem, there are two 
possible objectives: output value maximization and input value minimization. The former refers 
to problems where the number of containers is not sufficient to accommodate all the boxes and 
therefore the objective is to maximize the value of boxes assigned to all the containers. The latter 
refers to problems where the number of containers is sufficient to accommodate all the boxes, such 
that the objective is to minimize the cost of the containers used (Wa¨scher et al., 2007).
However, the majority of the approaches to the CLP found in the literature are of limited 
applicability in practical situations. The existence of a series of real-world constraints that strongly 
influence the loading pattern of a container contributes to that limitation (Bischoff and Ratcliff, 
1995; Bortfeldt and Gehring, 2001). One of these constraints is cargo stability, which several authors 
consider to be the most important.
This paper aims to help reduce the discrepancies between scientific outcomes and real-world 
needs, firstly, by refining the concept of cargo stability and developing a new static stability eval-
uation function within the CLP and, secondly, by determining the actual loading sequence of a 
given packing arrangement, taking into account static stability and loading operations efficiency 
constraints. The approach followed is based on the assumption that stability should be addressed 
by separating static stability from dynamic stability, that is, stability of the cargo during loading 
operations from stability during transportation.
This paper presents a static stability algorithm (SSA) that approaches static stability based on 
the static mechanical equilibrium conditions applied to rigid bodies derived from Newton’s laws 
of motion, and a physical packing sequence algorithm (PPSA) that evaluates the feasibility of an 
existing loading arrangement that uses the SSA to evaluate the box placement stability.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a literature review covering 
the two main topics of this paper, static stability and the physical packing sequence. In Section 3, an 
approach to static stability is presented and an algorithm for static stability evaluation is proposed. 
Section 4 presents the efficiency approach to the loading operations. In Section 5, a PPSA is 
proposed, followed by the presentation of computational results in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 
draws some conclusions from the findings.
2. Literature review
2.1. Static stability
The stability constraint is considered one of the most important CLP constraints. In a recent 
literature review of container loading constraints, Bortfeldt and Wa¨scher (2013) note the particular 
relevance of stability constraints in the literature. Previous works that address cargo stability use 
the term “stability” in a rather simplified way, and often as if the term was self-explanatory.
Different concepts, such as loading operations stability and transportation stability, are sometimes
not addressed separately but dealt with indiscriminately. In the literature, some approaches to
stability make a distinction between static (vertical) and dynamic (horizontal) stability, that is, the
stability of cargo during loading operations and the stability of cargo during transportation, but
the majority of literature approaches only focus on static stability (Bortfeldt and Wa¨scher, 2013).
Three different types of approaches to static stability can be found in the literature: the full base
support, the partial base support and the static mechanical equilibrium approach. Of the three
approaches, full base support guarantees static stability, while the proposed approaches for partial
base support and static mechanical equilibrium do not guarantee static stability.
The full base support approach requires the entire base of a box to be in contact with the base of
the container or with the top surface of other boxes. As a result no overhanging boxes are allowed.
Examples can be found in Bischoff and Ratcliff (1995), Bortfeldt and Gehring (2001), Gonc¸alves
and Resende (2012), and Zhu and Lim (2012). This approach excessively penalizes space usage in
the container (Bischoff and Ratcliff, 1995), and does not necessarily meet real-world needs.
In the case of partial base support, either the entire base of a box is required to be in contact with
the base of the container, or a pre-specified percentage of the area of a box base must be in contact
with the top surface of other boxes. As an example, Carpenter and Dowsland (1985) require the
contact area to fall in the range 95–75%, while Christensen and Rousøe (2009) require a minimum
of 80%, Gendreau et al. (2006), Fuellerer et al. (2010), and Tarantilis et al. (2009) 75%, Gehring
and Bortfeldt (1997) 70%, and Mack et al. (2004) 55%.
In the static mechanical equilibrium approach, requirements are as follows:
 The entire base of a box be in contact with the base of the container or,
 the center of gravity of a box be located above the contact surface of the supporting boxes.
Even though the center of gravity condition is not referred to in the literature as a static mechan-
ical equilibrium condition (Lin et al., 2006; Mack et al., 2004), it does in fact derive from static
mechanical equilibrium conditions applied to rigid bodies. The first authors to actually mention the
conditions within the CLP were de Castro Silva et al. (2003). Their approach to static stability is
divided into two parts. In the first part it is checked if at least one of the following three conditions is
met: (1) the base of the box is fully in contact with the base of the container; (2) the center of gravity
of the box is directly above a supporting box; (3) the center of gravity of the box is not directly above
a supporting box, but there is a vertical plane passing through the center of gravity and connecting
two nonadjacent supporting boxes. The second part addresses the resultant moments for a set of
boxes, stating that if the sum of the moments for every box of the set is null then the set is considered
to be stable. The approach presented by de Castro Silva et al. (2003) has two practical limitations:
no algorithm or method is proposed for checking condition 3 (the existence of a vertical plane) or
for evaluating the sum of the moments.
Another aspect of recent approaches in the literature is the replacement of static stability con-
straints by the full base support constraint (Gonc¸alves and Resende, 2012; Zhu and Lim, 2012).
This is particularly clear in the performance evaluation of the proposed solutions. The metrics
used for performance benchmarking algorithms are usually the percentage of volume loaded with
or without full base support, and consequently the solutions are obtained by imposing full base
support, thus assuring stability. As a result, the goal is not to obtain a loading arrangement that is 
statically stable but a loading arrangement where all boxes have full base support.
2.2. Physical packing sequence
Evaluating the stability of a cargo arrangement during loading operations is intimately related with 
the actual packing sequence of boxes inside the container. The physical packing sequence is the 
sequence by which each box is placed inside the container in a specific location determined by the 
CLP algorithm. This sequence is unlikely to correspond to the generation order of the positions 
and spatial orientation for the boxes in the cargo arrangement (Bischoff and Ratcliff, 1995; Ngoi 
et al., 1994).
The generation of a cargo loading sequence to be used in practice is not taken into account 
by the majority of existing CLP algorithms that focus on space optimization. This issue is only 
tackled in situations where the loading or unloading sequence is directly related with the problem 
characteristics (e.g. multidrop situations), or is directly related with the nature of the problem, as 
when the CLP is combined with vehicle routing problem (VRP) (Bortfeldt and Wa¨scher, 2013).
Even though the physical packing sequence is usually ignored in the existing CLP algorithms, 
some authors mention the possibility of using an algorithm that is independent of that in the CLP 
to generate the packing sequence. However, no such algorithm is typically provided (Bischoff and 
Ratcliff, 1995; Bortfeldt et al., 2003; Ngoi et al., 1994).
The physical packing sequence is also dependent on the presence of loading or unloading con-
straints and is usually addressed together with the ease of the loading operation. The ease of the 
loading operation reflects the effort required to handle the boxes during loading.
The ease of loading or unloading is also usually addressed in problems where the CLP and VRP 
are combined (Fuellerer et al., 2010; Gendreau et al., 2006; Iori and Martello, 2010; Moura and 
Oliveira, 2008; Tarantilis et al., 2009) or in situations of cargo multidropping (Ceschia and Schaerf, 
2011; Christensen and Rousøe, 2009; Junqueira et al., 2011, 2013). In both situations, boxes have 
to be delivered to different destinations (customers) and must be located close to each other inside 
the container. The goal is to have all the boxes of a destination unloaded without moving any of 
the boxes of each of the subsequent destinations. This would make unloading easier and avoid 
unnecessary unloading and reloading operations (Fuellerer et al., 2010; Moura and Oliveira, 2008).
The loading arrangement, when different destinations are considered, must take into account 
the sequence by which each customer is served and, therefore, the sequence by which the boxes 
are unloaded. Usually a last in first out (LIFO) strategy is followed so that boxes can be unloaded 
without the need to rearrange other boxes. This means that in order to unload a box, no other box 
can be placed either in front or above it. This geometric condition is treated in the CLP as a hard 
constraint (Christensen and Rousøe, 2009).
Besides the LIFO constraint, other constraints are also considered by some authors when ad-
dressing the feasibility of solutions to the CLP under multidrop situations. The maximum reach is 
a parameter used to show the maximum number of units of length by which the worker can exceed 
the previous customer’s virtual plane, in order to arrange the boxes of the next customer. The virtual 
plane of a customer is a plane parallel to the front of the container, defined by the customer box
surface closest to the container entrance. This parameter, δk, illustrated in Fig. 1, can also represent
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Fig. 2. Untouchable box parameters.
the reach of the worker’s arm or even a device used to load/unload the boxes (Junqueira et al.,
2011, 2013).
In the context of the home delivery model, which can be considered an extreme case of the
multidrop situation, Liu et al. (2011) discuss the unloading cost. The unloading cost measures the
effort involved in unloading a box from a container. The authors define the unloading cost of a box
as being directly proportional to the number of boxes that have not yet been delivered and that need
to be unloaded and reloaded in order to unload the box.
To calculate the unloading cost, Liu et al. (2011) use the invisible and untouchable rule. According
to this rule, a box that has not been delivered counts as a cost to another box if it is positioned
in front of the box or makes the box untouchable by the worker. To evaluate the latter condition,
two variables were defined, touchable length Ltouchable and touchable heightHtouchable, which are the
distances from the box to the feet of the worker along the x and z-axis, respectively (see Fig. 2).
According to these authors, if a box can be touched by the worker the variables should satisfy
two constraints:
Ltouchable +Htouchable ≤ (body height + arm length)
Ltouchable ≤ min{(body height + arm length− zi), arm length},
where zi is the z-axis coordinate origin of box bi.
3. Static stability
Different strategies have been presented in the literature to address the static stability constraint.
The majority of authors require either full base support or almost full base support for the boxes
as a condition to guarantee static stability. Considering that these conditions can be very restrictive
during the loading of boxes into the container, an approach to stability is presented here based on
the static mechanical equilibrium conditions applied to rigid bodies.
There are two conditions of equilibrium for rigid bodies that are derived from Newton’s first and
third laws of motion. The first law states that “Every object persists in its state of rest or uniform
motion in a straight line unless it is compelled to change that state by forces impressed on it.” The
third law states that “For every action there is an equal and opposite reaction.” In other words, if
object A exerts a force on object B, then object B also exerts an equal and opposite force on object
A (Hibbeler, 2010).
The first condition of equilibrium is
∑−→F = −→0 , (1)
where −→F represents the external forces applied on a rigid body. A force is a vector quantity that
characterizes the force magnitude and the direction of its action (Hibbeler, 2010).
The second condition of equilibrium is
∑−→MO =
∑
(−→r × −→F ) = 0, (2)
r Fwhere −→ represents the vector from point O to the line of action of force −→. −M→O represents the moment of a force, that is, the tendency of a force to rotate a body about a point or axis. The first 
condition provides the translational equilibrium and the second condition the rotational equilibrium 
of a body (Hibbeler, 2010).
Following Newton’s laws, the mass of a system can be treated as a point mass. In the proposed 
approach, boxes are considered bodies of homogeneously distributed mass. When the body is 
homogeneous the center of gravity of the body coincides with the geometric center of the body. 
The center of gravity is the point where an object’s weight distribution is considered to be applied 
(Hibbeler, 2010).
When evaluating the static stability of a cargo arrangement we have to deal with a box arrangement 
of several items that can move independently of each other, that is, there are several rigid bodies 
that all have to be in a stable position.
For each box, we have the static stability criteria (1) and (2). Let b be a box placed at position 
(x, y, z) with depth (d ) width (w), and height (h), whose support polygon is denoted by S. The 
support polygon of a box is formed by the convex hull of all points in contact with the base of
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Fig. 3. Free body diagram of box B.
the box. The support polygon concept is frequently used in the research field of human movement
simulation for stability modeling purposes (Badler et al., 1980; Vukobratovic´ and Borovac, 2004).
Given that the only external force acting on the set of boxes is the gravitational force, and all
the faces of the boxes are parallel or perpendicular to the direction of the gravitational force, when
taken in conjunction with (1) implies that all the forces acting on each of the boxes are parallel to
the gravitational force.
Box b is subject to the gravitational force (−→W ), the action forces (−→Ak) of supported boxes k, and
the reaction forces (−→Rj) of support boxes j. The reaction forces are acting on the area of the base
of the box in contact with other boxes. Let −→A =∑Kk=1 −→Ak applied at point M so that −→A × −−→OM =∑K
k=1 (
−→Ak × −−→OMk), and −→R =
∑J
j=1
−→Rj applied at point Q so that −→R × −→OQ =
∑J
j=1 (
−→Rj × −−→OQj ).
Let point O be the origin of the coordinate system. Figure 3 illustrates three stacked boxes A, B,
andC, and the free body diagram of box B, which depicts all the relevant forces acting on the box.
Let −→FR, be the resultant force acting downwards parallel to the z-axis on box b, acting on point
P with coordinates (xp, yp, zp). The magnitude of the resultant force
−→FR is established by adding −→W
and −→A, that is,
−→FR = −→W + −→A .
Application point P is determined by calculating the moment of −→FR about point O, and the
resulting moment of −→W and −→A . The moment of −→FR about point O equals the sum of moments of
the forces −→W and −→A about O, that is,
−−→MFR =
−−→MW + −→MA
−→FR × −→OP = −→W × −→OG+ −→A × −−→OM,
where −→OP, −→OG, and −−→OM are radius vectors from the origin of the coordinate system O to the point
where the resultant force acts (P), center of gravity of box b (G), and the points where the action
forces are applied (M), respectively.
Proposition 1. Stability criteria (1) and (2) are met for a box b, subject to the force−→FR, if the projection
of the application point P with coordinates (xp, yp, zp) in plane (0, 0, zb), lies inside the support polygon
S of box b.
Proof. Applying Equations (1) and (2)
∑−→F = −→FR + −→R = −→0
∑−→MO = −→FR × −→OP+ −→R × −→OQ = −→0
reveals that coordinates (xp, yp) are the same as coordinates (xq, yq) of point Q.
Since the application point of the resultant force of two parallel forces with the same direction
and with application points a and b in the same plane perpendicular to the forces is located in a
line segment that connects a and b such that Q = λa+ (1− λ)b for 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1, the resultant of the
reaction forces acting on the base of a box is always located inside a convex hull defined by all the
horizontal support points of the box.
It can then be concluded that if P is inside the support polygon S, then conditions (1) and (2) are
satisfied. 
3.1. Static stability algorithm
The exact task of the SSA is as follows: given a stable arrangement A′ of n boxes, the SSA has
to decide whether the extended arrangement A consisting of A′ and one additional placement
(b, x, y, z, d,w, h) is also stable. Hence, we have to answer the question of which placements of
A might become unstable by the new placement of b. If the set of these placements Ar ⊆ A is
determined, then the task of the SSA is to perform a stability check for the new placement of b and
for all placements in Ar.
A placement of a box b consists of a reference point with coordinates (x, y, z) and depth (d), width
(w), and height (h), dimensions measured along the x-, y-, and z-axis of a Cartesian coordinates
system, after being positioned in the container. The container is considered to be placed in the first
octant of the coordinates system with the back-bottom-left corner lying in its origin.
Proposition 2. The set of possibly affected placements Ar consists of all placements of boxes that
support box b and support the supporting boxes of b etc.
Proof. The proof is clear, since the weight transmission can only take place from b to the boxes
in Ar. 
In the proposed SSA, a box b located at (xb, yb, zb) subject to the force FR, is considered stable, if
the projection of the application point P with coordinates (xp, yp, zp) in plane (0, 0, zb), lies inside 
the box b support polygon S. This condition requires that each time an attempt is made to place
a box inside the container, the static stability of the subset of boxes Ar loaded in the container 
must be evaluated, in order to check if the new subset A is stable. Therefore, to guarantee that the
static stability condition holds, for all boxes of Ar, one of the three following conditions must be 
satisfied:
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1. the support polygon of box b is the container floor, that is, whenever zb, the z-axis coordinate
of a box, equals zero;
zb = 0,
2. pointP lies in the interior or frontier of a support polygon, defined by the top edges of a support
box b j (Fig. 4). The condition holds for box b, supported by box b j located at (xj, y j, z j ) and
with dimensions (d j,wj, h j ), when
xj ≤ xp ≤ xj + d j
y j ≤ yp ≤ y j + wj
zb = z j + h j
3. point P lies in the interior or frontier of a support polygon S, a convex polygon defined by
the convex hull of the vertices of the polygons generated by the intersection of box b with its
supporting boxes (Fig. 5). Consider S to be a convex polygon in plane (0, 0, zb) with m vertices
(p0, p1, . . . , pm−1) defined by a sequence of points (x0, y0), (x1, y1), . . . , (xm−1, ym−1) given in
counterclockwise direction. Condition 3 holds whenever point P is an interior point of support
polygon S. Point P, is a point or an interior point of support polygon S, if P is located on a
line segment that connects a pair of points a, b in S, such that P = λa+ (1− λ)b for 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1
(LaValle, 2006).
The SSA is described in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1. Static_Stability (box b)
Input: Let box b be a box placed at coordinates (xb, yb, zb) with depth (db) width (wb) and
height (hb).
Output: Let stable be a boolean variable where TRUE represents a stable box and FALSE an
unstable box.
Begin
stable ← FALSE
if zb = 0 then
stable ← TRUE
return stable
end if
LetU be the set of loaded boxes b j that support box b
Let Fr be the sum of downward forces acting on box b
Let P be the acting point of Fr with coordinates xp, yp
for each box b j ∈U do
if (xj ≤ xp ≤ xj + d j ) and (y j ≤ yp ≤ y j + wj ) then
stable ← TRUE
end if
Determine the intersection vertices v with box b
end for
if stable = FALSE then
S ← Call Gift wrapping (v) Determine box b support polygon
stable ← Call Point-in-Polygon (P,S) Determine box stability
end if
if stable = TRUE then
Determine box b reaction forces Rj
for each box b j ∈U do Determine system stability
if Call Static_Stability(b j) = FALSE then
stable=FALSE
end if
end for
end if
return stable
End
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Fig. 6. The four possible types of intersection (adapted from Edelsbrunner and Maurer, 1981).
3.1.1. Construction of the support polygon
Inorder tobe able to evaluate stability condition 3, it is necessary tobuild the convexpolygon induced
by the support boxes. The support polygon S represented by vertices (p0, p1, . . . , pm−1) is the convex
hull of the set of points T , which represents the vertices v j,k = (xj,k, y j,k) for k = (1, 2, . . . , 4) of the
intersection of box bwith its support boxes b j for j = (1, 2, . . . , n). The intersection of a box bwith
its support box b j has the shape of a rectangle, since boxes are placed orthogonally to each other.
There are four types of intersection of two-dimensional orthogonal objects. Let a and b be two
orthogonal rectangles. Rectangle a intercepts b if at least one of the following conditions, illustrated
in Fig. 6, stand (Edelsbrunner and Maurer, 1981):
1. a contains the left bottom point of b;
2. the left border line of a intercepts the bottom border line of b;
3. the bottom border line of a intercepts the left border line of b;
4. the left bottom point of a is contained in b.
Based on the four types of intersection and considering two orthogonal rectangles b and b j , each
defined by the lower left and upper right corner with coordinates (xb, yb), (xb + db, yb + wb)) and
((xj, y j ), (xj + d j, y j + wj )), the vertices of the intersection area can be determined by the following
expressions:
v j,1 = (max(xb, xj ),max(yb, y j ))
v j,2 = (min(xb + db, xj + d j ),max(yb, y j ))
v j,3 = (max(xb, xj ),min(yb + wb, y j + wj ))
v j,4 = (min(xb + db, xj + d j ),min(yb + wb, y j + wj )).
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Fig. 7. “Gift Wrapping” algorithm illustration.
The algorithm that generates the convex hull of T is based on the concept of “Gift Wrapping,”
which basically simulates the wrapping of a taut piece of paper around a gift (Chand and Kapur,
1970; Dibakar and Mruthyunjaya, 1999; Jarvis, 1973).
It starts by computing the point p0 with the lowest y j,k, since it is known that the most inferior
point must be a convex hull vertex. The algorithm proceeds, finding the next convex hull vertex with
the smallest counterclockwise angle that is greater than zero with respect to p0. Once the successive
point in the convex hull is identified, the process continues based on angles with respect to the new
point until the next vertex is the initial point. The algorithm also eliminates collinear points. Figure
7 illustrates the algorithm.
Algorithm 2. Gift Wrapping (points)
Input: Let [points] be a vector of NumPoints points with coordinates xi, yi, i = 1, ...,NumPoints.
Let usedi be a flag that indicates if a point was added to the convex hull.
Output: Let S be the convex hull of [points].
Begin
for j = 1 to NumPoints do
[points][ j].used ← FALSE
end for
LetminPoint be the point with theminimum y-axis coordinate (if there is more than oneminPoint,
select the one with the minimum x-axis coordinate)
Call addConvexHullPoint(minPoint) add point to convex hull S
points[minPoint].used ← TRUE
currPoint ← minPoint set the current point
cont1 ← 0
repeat
p1 ← points[currPoint]
cont ← 0
for k = 1 to NumPoints do
if points[k].used = FALSE then
if cont = 0 then
p2 ← points[k]
minAngle ← k
cont + +
else if f indAngle(p1, points[k]) ≤ f indAngle(p1, p2) then find minimum angle
if f indAngle(p1, points[k]) = f indAngle(p1, p2)then check for collinearity
if distance(p1, points[k]) ≤ distance(p1, p2) then
points[k].used ← TRUE
step
else
points[minAngle].used ← TRUE
end if
end if
p2 ← points[k]
minAngle ← k
end if
end if
end for
if cont1 = 0 then
cont1+ +
points[minPoint].used ← FALSE
end if
points[minAngle].used ← TRUE
currPoint ← minAngle
Call addConvexHullPoint (currPoint)
until currPoint = minPoint
End
The pseudocode of the “Gift Wrapping” algorithm is described in Algorithm 2. The function
findAngle in the algorithm returns the angle between the horizontal line and the line joining two
points.
3.1.2. Determine if the application point is on the boundary or inside the support polygon
Following the construction of the support polygon it is necessary to verify if the “application point”
is placed on the boundary or inside the polygon. Testingwhether a point is inside or on the boundary
of a polygon is known in computational geometry as the point-in-polygon problem. The strategy
followed to solve the problem is to test the point against each exterior edge in sequence. If the point is
outside any edge, then the point must be outside the convex polygon (Haines, 1994; Shimrat, 1962).
The algorithm uses the properties of the vector product between two vectors in order to establish
if the point is to the left, to the right, or on the edge. It starts by generating two vectors. One is
from the first point (pi) to the final point (pi+1) of the segment, and the other is from the first point
(pi) of the segment to the application point (pP). It then calculates the result of the vector product
for the vectors generated, and conclusions are drawn from there, as shown in Fig. 8. In this case,−−−→pi pi+1 × −−→pi pP is positive if pP is to the right of the segment, it is negative if pP is to the left, or
(a) (b)
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Fig. 8. Point-in-polygon determination.
it is 0 if it is on the segment. Since the polygon was constructed in a counterclockwise direction,
it is considered that pP is inside the polygon if the vector product is negative for all segments of
the polygon. The pseudocode of the point-in-polygon algorithm is described in Algorithm 3. The
algorithm is an adaptation of the one proposed by Nordbeck and Rystedt (1967).
Algorithm 3. Point-in-Polygon (Point P, Convex Hull S)
Input: Let P, a point with coordinates xp, yp, be the application point of force FR on box b.
LetS be a vector of npointswith coordinatesxi, yi(i = 1, ..., n), representing the support polygon
of box b.
Output: Let stable be a boolean value where FALSE represents a point outside the polygon S and
TRUE the opposite case.
Begin
stable ← TRUE
for i = 1 to n− 1 do
vectorproduct ← (xp − xi) ∗ (yi+1 − yi) − (xi+1 − xi) ∗ (yp − yi)
if vectorproduct > 0 then
stable=FALSE
return stable
end if
end for
return stable
End
3.1.3. Determine reaction forces
The determination of the reaction forces of all the support boxes of box b starts by writing Equations 
(1) and (2) as three scalar equations (3). Only three scalar equations are used since there are no 
forces with a component in both the x- and y-axis, and as consequence no moments about the z-axis 
are generated.
∑
Fz = 0
∑
Mx = 0 (3)
∑
My = 0
When the box b equation system is statically indeterminate, that is, if the number of unknowns in
(3) is greater than three, additional equations obtained from geometry deformation conditions are
added. For this purpose box b is modeled as a rigid body while the support boxes are modeled as
deformable bodies with the same linear elasticity. By considering the box b a rigid body, the base of
the box forms a plane in space with Equation (4) and is used as a compatibility condition between
reaction forces.
z = αx+ βy+ z0 (4)
The reaction forces of the support box are then treated as springs with equal stiffness. By choosing
one of the support boxes as the origin (z0), a displacement relation can be established with each of
the remaining support boxes, thereby obtaining the compatibility conditions required to solve the
problem. This method is used in the field of mechanics of materials and is referred to as the “Force
Method of Analysis” (Hibbeler, 1994).
4. Loading/unloading operations efficiency
When defining a cargo arrangement, a high utilization of the container space is important for
achieving high efficiency in the transportation system. However, the expected increase in cargo
transportation in coming years will also require that other elements of the supply chain, such as
warehouses and distribution centers, improve their performance in order to avoid bottlenecks in
the supply chain, since the cargo throughput of those points of the supply chain is also expected to
increase.
Reducing container cargo loading and unloading time will contribute to reduced bottlenecks in
warehouse inbound and outbound operations. (Un)loading operations are usually measured by the
number of (un)loaded boxes per man-hour. With effective (un)loading operations, the consequent
increase in the number of boxes per man-hour will impact the performance of the supply chain. It
is then desirable that the cargo arrangement in the container is influenced by the effectiveness of the
(un)loading operations.
There are several techniques for (un)loading cargo from containers or trailers:
 Manual handling—manual (un)loading of cargo done by workers by lifting and carrying boxes
to/from pallets or a flexible conveyor system.
 Using handling equipment—(un)loading by means of forklift trucks, pallet trucks or other me-
chanical handling equipment.
 Automated systems—handling systems that (un)load cargo from/to containers, trucks, or trailers
automatically. This can be achieved by using conveyors, rollers, skates, or robot arms.
(a) - Pyramiding (b) - Layer-by-layer
Fig. 9. Stacking methods of container loading.
From an ergonomic perspective, manual handling activities can be physically very challenging and
have higher probability of injury to the workers. This is mainly due to muscular fatigue, repetitious
movements such as bending, lifting or twisting, carrying loads for a distance, and overhead reaching
and lifting (Bhattacharya and McGlothlin, 2012). There are several types of equipment designed
to help in lifting boxes which can mitigate the stress that operators are subjected to during manual
(un)loading operations.
As with manual loading, these systems require that there is no obstruction when loading, either
vertical, that is, along the z-axis, or horizontal, parallel to the x-axis. When a new box b is placed
inside container C, a check is made for any obstruction by detecting whether the empty space
required to load the box has not been partially filled by any of the boxes already placed. A box b
located at (xb, yb, zb) and with dimensions (db,wb, hb) can be inserted in container C, loaded with
boxes b j , if condition (5) is verified. It considers that if all placed boxes, b j , are located behind,
to the right, to the left, or underneath the final position for box b then definitively there are no
obstructions to placing box b.
(xj + d j ≤ xb) ∨ (yb + wb ≤ y j ) ∨ (y j + wj ≤ yb) ∨ (z j + h j ≤ zb). (5)
Condition (6) must also be satisfied for those boxes not yet loaded. This condition guarantees
that a box b can be loaded if all boxes b j that are located under box b are already in place, that is,
all the remaining boxes bi to be loaded are to be located behind, in front, to the right, to the left, or
above box b.
(xi + di ≤ xb) ∨ (xb + db ≤ xi) ∨ (yb + wb ≤ yi) ∨ (yi + wi ≤ yb) ∨ (zi ≥ zb + hb). (6)
Another relevant aspect to the (un)loading operations is the method by which the boxes are 
stacked in the container. The two most common loading methods are the layer-by-layer and the 
pyramiding methods. The pyramiding method consists of (un)loading boxes in a diagonal pattern 
from the back-bottom to front-top. In the layer-by-layer method boxes are (un)loaded one layer at 
a time within reachable arm’s length (see Fig. 9).
Fig. 10. Example of a cargo loading sequence.
Based on the existing different (un)loading methods it was decided that the loading sequence
would follow a wall-building approach, where each box is placed inside the container, starting in
the back-bottom-left corner, with boxes placed sequentially along the y-axis and then upward along
the z-axis, as illustrated in Fig. 10. This method keeps the box closer to the worker’s body prior to
lifting or bending, and helps reduce the stress on the shoulders, back, and possibly knees during the
reaching and pulling motions, which also contributes to the efficiency of the operation.
4.1. The loading efficiency metrics
To evaluate the efficiency of the loading operation, the average arm’s length of the loaded boxes is
used as a metric. The arm’s length of box b can be determined by the difference between x1, defined
as the maximum x-axis coordinate of a set of boxes N located beneath b, and x2, the maximum
Fig. 11. Arm’s length metrics.
x-axis coordinate of box b, such that arm’s length = max(x1 − x2, 0). Let N be determined by all
boxes b j placed beneath b such that
(xb < xj + d j ) ∧ (xj < xb + db) ∧ (yb < y j + wj ) ∧ (y j < yb + wb) ∧ (zb ≥ z j + h j ).
This reflects the effort made by the operator to load a complete cargo arrangement. Figure 11
presents an illustration of the arm’s lengthmetric. The arm’s length value is 0, if there is an overhang
in the x-axis direction. There are several other issues related to loading efficiency, as for example
the loading weight of the boxes to be lifted, overhead reach, etc. However, since other constraints,
such as load bearing, are not considered in the problem, it was decided that the arm’s lengthmetric
would be used, since it is a geometric efficiency metric.
5. The physical packing sequence problem
The physical packing sequence problem (PPSP) uses a loading arrangement M, generated by a
container loading algorithm, to determine a sequence by which each box bi(i = 1, ..., n) with depth
(di), width (wi), and height (hi) is placed in a predetermined position (xi, yi, zi) inside a containerC
with depth (D), width (W ), and height (H), while at the same time the following additional loading
constraints are considered:
• Static stability (Hibbeler, 2010)—Defined as a state where a box is not accelerating in any
direction. A box that is currently in equilibrium will remain in equilibrium if two conditions are
met:
—the vector sum of forces applied on the box is zero and;
—the vector sum of torques that act to rotate the box is zero.
• Loading operation efficiency—The boxes are loaded following a wall-building approach, start-
ing in the back-bottom-left corner of the container while guaranteeing that every box is loaded
without vertical and horizontal obstructions, all of its support boxes have been loaded and the
arm’s length of the box does not surpass a predefined value.
5.1. The PPSA
The PPSP discussed in this paper is solved considering the static stability approach and the
loading operation efficiency criteria previously described. The proposed algorithm is presented in
Algorithm 4.
The algorithm starts by ordering the set of all the boxes to load M, by nondecreasing order of
their x, z and y placement coordinates, respectively. This ordering corresponds to a “wall-building”
strategy. The relative position of all boxes can subsequently be found. This allows the support box
to be found for each box, and the set of boxesHi located beneath and behind can be determined for
each box i such that
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
xi < xj + d j
x j < xi + di
yi < y j + wj
y j < yi + wi
zi ≥ z j + h j
∨
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
yi < y j + wj
y j < yi + wi
zi < z j + h j
z j < zi + hi
xi ≥ xj + d j .
Algorithm 4. Physical Packing Sequence (Loading arrangementM)
Input: Let M be a set of n boxes bi with dimensions di,wi, hi, positioned at coordinates xi, yi, zi,
i = 1, ..., n
Output: let ki be the order position of box bi, i = 1, ..., n
Begin
SortM in non decreasing order of coordinates x, z, y
order position ← 1
Let Hi be the set of boxes beneath and behind box bi
while (M = Ø) do
for i = 1 to n do
if bi ∈ M then  Is the box waiting to be loaded?
if Hi ∩M =Ø then  All boxes beneath and behind have been processed?
remove bi fromM
armsi ← Call arms_lenght(bi) Determine the arm’s length of box bi
if armsi ≤ arms limit then Is the arm’s length acceptable?
if (Call Static_Stability(bi)) then  Is the cargo stable?
ki ← order position
order position+ +
break
end if
end if
end if
end if
end for
end while
End
Starting with the first box on list M, a box i is selected and it is checked if any of the boxes located
beneath and behind are in M, that is, ifHi ∩ M = Ø. If that is not the case, the next box is selected. 
Then, for the selected box, the arm’s length is calculated. If the arm’s length is within the arm’s length 
limits, the static stability of the box is checked using the SSA, otherwise the box is removed from 
the list and a new box is selected. If the box is stable, it is loaded in the container. This procedure is 
iteratively repeated until there are no boxes in the list. A loading arrangement is considered feasible 
if all the boxes are loaded in the container.
6. Numerical experiments
In this section, the results of a set of experiments run to evaluate the impact of the PPSA are 
reported. The algorithm was coded in C and was run on an Intel Core2 Duo at 2.20 GHz computer 
with 4 GB of RAM.
6.1. Test problem instances
To the best of our knowledge there are no test instances published for the PPSP. For this reason we 
propose two sets of 15 classes of test instances, with a total of 100 cargo arrangement solutions per 
class. These are solutions of the well-known instances of Bischoff and Ratcliff (1995) and Davies 
and Bischoff (1999) provided by the algorithm of Parren˜o et al. (2008). One of the sets was obtained 
from Parren˜o et al. (2008) by enforcing full base support for all boxes, while for the other set the 
full base support constraint was not considered.
6.2 Computational results
Table 1 shows, for each class of instances, the average results for the 100 arrangements, when 
the PPSA is applied to container loading solutions. The table presents the average percentage of 
boxes loaded by the algorithm and the average arm’s length to which the worker was effectively 
exposed, in centimeters, for the two sets of solutions previously mentioned. For each set, results 
were obtained with and without the maximum arm’s length constraint. A value of 80 cm was 
considered for this maximum. For the set of instances, where full base support was not enforced, 
the average percentage of boxes was calculated that would be loaded when a minimum of 85%
support for the base of the box was set as a requirement, instead of the stability criterion proposed 
in this paper.
It was found that if there is no arm’s length constraint and boxes are fully supported, it is always 
possible to find a physical packing sequence for the cargo arrangements. It can also be observed that 
when the arm’s length constraint is enforced, the impact is similar across instances, with a decrease 
of around 3% in the feasibility of the loading arrangements.
The results for the test instances, where full base support was not imposed, and was without the 
arm’s length constraint, show that an average of around 82% of the boxes were loaded. A decrease 
in the average percentage of loaded boxes can be observed with the increase in box heterogeneity 
(which increases from BR1 to BR15). This decrease can also be observed when the arm’s length
Table 1
Computational experiments
No arm’s length constraint Arm’s length  80 cm
Boxes Boxes
Arm’s with at least Arm’s with at least
Parren˜o et al. Loaded length 85% of base Loaded length 85% of base
instances boxes (%) (cm) support (%) boxes (%) (cm) support (%)
Full base support
BR1 100 8.5 - 99 8.0 -
BR2 100 13.5 - 98 12.2 -
BR3 100 11.5 - 98 10.0 -
BR4 100 13.3 - 98 11.8 -
BR5 100 12.9 - 98 11.3 -
BR6 100 13.7 - 97 11.4 -
BR7 100 14.4 - 96 11.8 -
BR8 100 16.2 - 97 13.7 -
BR9 100 15.5 - 96 13.1 -
BR10 100 15.7 - 95 12.5 -
BR11 100 15.1 - 95 11.9 -
BR12 100 14.6 - 95 11.4 -
BR13 100 13.0 - 97 10.7 -
BR14 100 12.3 - 97 10.3 -
BR15 100 12.0 - 97 10.1 -
Mean 100 13.5 97 11.3
Without full base support
BR1 97 16.1 96 95 14.5 91
BR2 95 16.2 90 92 13.9 87
BR3 92 19.0 84 88 15.9 81
BR4 92 21.1 83 88 17.8 79
BR5 89 21.2 79 83 16.7 75
BR6 88 21.8 76 82 17.4 72
BR7 85 23.3 73 79 18.3 68
BR8 80 26.5 65 72 20.2 60
BR9 75 26.0 60 68 19.9 55
BR10 74 27.4 57 66 20.4 52
BR11 71 27.1 53 63 20.1 49
BR12 70 27.2 52 62 20.2 48
BR13 70 27.0 50 62 20.3 46
BR14 68 25.3 48 62 19.3 45
BR15 69 24.1 48 62 18.0 45
Mean 82 23.3 68 76 18.2 64
constraint is enforced: in this case the average percentage of loaded boxes decreases from 95% to
62%.
If the stability criterion proposed in this paper was replaced by the partial base support
constraint, where at least 85% of the base of the box must be supported, on average only 68%
of the boxes would be loaded. This provides evidence that the proposed stability algorithm
is less restrictive than usual static stability measures, while fully guaranteeing cargo static
stability.
7. Concluding remarks
In this paper we have proposed two algorithms, a SSA based on the static mechanical equilibrium
conditions for rigid bodies, and a PPSA to evaluate the feasibility of cargo arrangements generated
by existing CLP algorithms. The new proposed SSA was used within the PPSA, demonstrating its
ability to be combined with other algorithms as an evaluation function. Some of the major benefits
of the algorithm include its short processing time, the ability to evaluate static stability when the
supported area of a box is below 50%, and its proximity to real-world static stability. This capability
can lead to the development of new strategies for the generation of cargo arrangements in the CLP.
The computational experiments demonstrate that it is a less restrictive approach to stability than
the thumb rules and measures usually found in the literature. For the test instances where full base
support is not enforced on the CLP solutions, this algorithm considers that an average of only 82%
of the boxes can be loaded safely and stably; when arm’s length is limited to a maximum of 80 cm
only 76% of the boxes can actually be loaded without stability issues.
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